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Uneven and Bumpy Recovery
“(…) a recovery is now under way in most of Australia. This recovery is, however, likely
to be both uneven and bumpy”
Philip Lowe, RBA Governor, Statement on monetary policy decision
1 September 2020

The Global Economy

T

he global economy is recovering from
the COVID-19 crisis, though the pace of
recovery has moderated after the initial surge
from very low activity levels. In the major
developed countries, economic activity remains
well below the pre-pandemic levels.
The resurgence of the pandemic in June and
July did not derail the US recovery as first
feared, yet the output growth has clearly slowed
down of late. There are also signs that the
re-acceleration in COVID-19 cases
has had an impact on activity in
Europe. Many European countries
KR
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are re-tightening containment
measures, which poses downside
-5
risk to growth going forward. The
Japanese economic recovery
failed to gather pace before the
-10
second wave of the pandemic
and is lagging behind other major
-15
advanced economies.
Chinese data point to sustained
recovery, led by manufacturing.
Rebound in consumer demand
and urban fixed asset investment
is relatively slow, though business

surveys indicate that it might have gathered
pace in September.

Dear clients and staff

The Australian Economy
In Australia, real GDP plunged by 7.0% in Q2
2020. Like in many countries across the globe,
this was the largest quarterly drop on record but
not as severe as it was first feared. It was also
the smallest decline of all the G20 advanced
economies but South Korea, mainly thanks to
successful containment of COVID-19 in most
Australian states.
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From
the
CEO’s
Desk

The September quarter has been
reasonably quiet for WATC in financial
markets, with the focus on the July
2020 maturity, our High Quality
Liquid Asset portfolio management,
and ongoing asset and liability
management.
As with the global and national
economies, the Western Australian
economy was substantially impacted by
the COVID-19 pandemic during 2020,
although the strong start to the financial
year prior to the impact of COVID-19
ensured that the domestic economy
grew in the year by 1.1%. This
remarkable achievement supported
the total public sector to an operating
surplus of $2.0 billion for 2019/20, up
slightly from the $1.9 billion estimate
in the Mid-year Review. Lower
government revenue and transfers
were almost offset by resilient royalties,
driven by iron ore volume and prices.
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Quarterly Change in GDP in Q2 2020. Source: Statistical Offices
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While all Australian states posted record declines
in output in Q2, the largest drops were recorded
in states most affected by the pandemic. Other
states, including Western Australia, saw less
severe falls.
As containment measures were eased in
subsequent states, Australian economic activity
began to recover. Retail sales surged well above
the pre-COVID levels, while monthly activity
indicators pointed to a rebound in manufacturing
and a slower fall in activity in services. Around
a half of the employment lost due to COVID-19
was regained by early August.
The rapid rise in COVID-19 cases in Victoria and
the new very restrictive containment measures
have resulted in economic activity coming
to a halt again in that state. The other state
economies have so far proved to be resilient to
any spill-overs from the events in Victoria.
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General government expenditure
was up on forecast, reflecting the
government response to firstly contain,
and then start to recover from,
COVID-19.
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The Western Australian economy
has proven to be resilient over this
period, with recovery underway across
a number of sectors. Unemployment
remains elevated, although falling
from the peaks of recent months,
and business investment has shown
positive growth after a long seven
years in decline.
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The Western Australian Economy
In Western Australia, thanks partly to the hard
border policy and relatively quick re-opening of
the economy, recovery is well underway. It is the only state to
see positive business conditions. The number of payroll jobs is
just around 1% below the pre-COVID levels. The unemployment
rate fell to 7.0% in August, the third lowest of the states. Western
Australia’s unemployment rate, as always, is inflated by the state
having the highest labour force participation rate of all the states.
Dwelling approvals surged by 33.8% in August, partly helped by
homebuilding subsidies.

Australian Payroll Jobs. Source: ABS

Looking forward, the gradual economic recovery will likely
continue in Western Australia and nationwide. However, the
risks are still tilted to the downside, mainly due to the ongoing
pandemic at home and abroad. Rising financial distress in the
highly indebted Australian household sector is a major risk to
the recovery, particularly as government support is wound back.
The elevated Chinese demand for iron ore also cannot continue
forever, and there are downside risks to other exports due to
trade tensions. One thing is certain, this will be a long recovery,
with many pitfalls on the way.

Iron ore exports held up thanks to there being no outbreaks of
COVID-19 in Western Australian mines.

Patrycja Beniak
Economist
September 2020

Economic recovery at the global level
is hampered by the resurgence of the
pandemic across a number of countries
during the quarter, with recovery
uneven and vulnerable to further
outbreaks and the measures required
to contain the virus.
Through the quarter, the AUD has
traded higher than in recent times,
through a range of USD0.6915 to
USD0.7376 on a close of day basis,
and Australian ten year rates have
ranged between 10 and 34 basis
points below US rates. While outright
rates remain low, there is considerable
movement with the Aussie outright
10 year yield range between 0.77%
on 28 September and 1.02% on 28
August. Volatility in the Australian
rates market has increased, with
growing expectations for further RBA
intervention during 2020.
continued on page 3
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The Party’s Still Warming Up

G

lobal market sentiment continued to improve for most of
Q3, taking the US S&P 500 to a fresh all-time high in early
September. The rally came to an abrupt halt towards the end of
the quarter, as the resurgence of the pandemic in Europe and
concerns over a lack of fiscal support in the US undermined
confidence among market participants.
Overall, the US S&P rose 8.5% in the quarter. The Australian
share market underperformed compared to its peers in the
advanced economies, falling by 1.4% in Q3.
The fixed income market has been caught by two contradictory
forces.
On the one hand, elevated uncertainty, bond purchases by
central banks and expectations for low interest rates for an
extended period keep yields steady near all-time lows.
On the other hand, heightened supply coupled with concerns over
a rise in inflation have put some upward pressure on yields.
In late August, the Fed joined the Bank of Japan in allowing for
2.0
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temporary overshooting of its inflation goal to offset periods of
low inflation. The European Central Bank may follow suit after
finishing its strategy review in the coming months.
On balance, long-term government bond yields were little
changed across the advanced economies, including Australia,
in Q3. Aussie 3-year yields rose a little above the 0.25% target
in August, yet fell back after the RBA came back to the financial
market, buying a total of A$12.0B Commonwealth bonds. The
fall accelerated in late September, as RBA Deputy Governor
Guy Debelle labelled a reduction in interest rates as possible. A
cash rate cut is currently expected in Q4 2020, with a majority
of market participants pointing to November as the most likely
timing.
The RBA also expanded the Term Funding Facility until mid-2021,
and doubled the size of the program. This is expected to secure
liquidity of the Australian financial institutions and demand for
Australian debt securities, including the semis.
Spreads between WATC and Commonwealth bond yields have
narrowed considerably this quarter.
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Client Services have been busy over
the quarter. A priority has been the
roll out of the first loans under the
new Short Term Lending Facility,
designed to support liquidity in the
local government and university
sectors over the coming year. Other
priorities have included updating the
interest rate projection model for the
upcoming State budget, and continuing
to progress a number of client
engagements.
We have also had a busy quarter on
the foreign exchange space, supporting
a number of government agencies to
manage some unique FX exposures.
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During 2019/20, WATC sourced a
record level of borrowings of $11 billion,
to meet the year’s refinancing
commitments of $7.3 billion, refinance
$3.3 billion of 2020/21 maturities and
meet new funding requirements for
the State of $400 million. The ongoing
management of key balance sheet
metrics saw debt maturing within 12
months of 16.6 per cent and, reflecting
strong liquidity in the market, liquid
asset portfolio cover of 181.6 per cent.
These were comfortably within WATC’s
Board targets (less than 20 per cent
and above 100 per cent respectively).
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RBA Cash Rate Target and Commonwealth Government Bond Yields.
Source: Refinitiv
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Spreads Between 10-year Semi and Commonwealth Bond Yields.
Source: Refinitiv
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Heightened uncertainty about the pandemic and geopolitical
tensions as well as a rise in inflation expectations have pushed
the gold price to a record level of US$2063.19 an ounce in early
August. However, the yellow metal lost some appeal since then
and is flat for the quarter.
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The Brent crude oil price was also broadly unchanged, which
came after an 80% surge in the previous quarter.
Iron ore prices rose by around 25%, hitting the highest level since
2014 before easing somewhat towards the end of Q3. Elevated
iron ore prices are helped by strong demand from China and tight
global supply due to mine closures in COVID-hit Brazil earlier this
year.

continued from page 3
The State Budget is released on
8 October 2020, and we look forward
to engaging with clients and investors
over the coming quarter to deliver the
funding requirements of the State.
Kind regards,

The upward trend of the Australian dollar continued in July and
August. However, speculation over further RBA easing sent it
lower in late September. Overall, the Aussie gained 3.6% in Q3
against the US dollar but weakened slightly versus the euro.
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Kaylene Gulich
Chief Executive Officer
September 2020
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Patrycja Beniak
Economist
September 2020
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AUD/USD Closing Rates. Source: Refinitiv

KangaNews: Women in Capital Markets Yearbook

W

ATC was asked to be part of KangaNews’ inaugural Women
in Capital Markets Yearbook which acknowledges the
importance of gender diversity in capital markets and discusses
its consequences in leadership and innovation.
The yearbook also includes submissions from financial market
participants outlining their initiatives to promote gender diversity
and how these are feeding through to a more inclusive capital
market.

Also as part of the yearbook, KangaNews surveyed a number
of financial markets participants to understand current market
views and the results highlight a number of key trends, issues
and opportunities relating to women working within the Australian
capital markets.

“Today’s problems cannot be
solved by yesterday’s solutions!
It has never been more critical
to harness diversity of thought
in all levels of all businesses.”
- Sue Murphy AO
Appointed an Officer of the Order of Australia in 2019.
Director on WATC’s Board.

The Yearbook makes for interesting reading and is available from
the KangaNews website at www.kanganews.com.
At WATC, we have an ongoing commitment to diversity. We are proud to have
women across all levels and technical areas within the organisation, including a
50 per cent representation on our Board.

As a supporting sponsor of the Yearbook, WATC was invited to
promote initiatives and to profile some of the key women in our
organisation.

And we are honoured to introduce you to some of the amazing women who
work with us.

Erin Collins
Risk Analyst

Lisa Brady
Head of Client Foreign
Exchange and
Treasury Services

Tomi Oyefeso
Corporate Financial
Advisor

Kaylene Gulich
Chief Executive
Officer

Dilrukshi Karunaratne Carol Whitworth-Hird
Senior Legal Officer
Chief Advisor

Fatima Rahman
Dealer Offshore
Markets and Funds
Management

Download or subscribe to
ourour
economic
economic
updates
updates
on

watc.wa.gov.au
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Sustainability Model for the Shire of Serpentine Jarrahdale

WATC Annual Report

he Shire of Serpentine Jarrahdale is one of the State’s fastest
growing regions in terms of population growth, the impact of
which is challenging the Shire’s historic approaches to revenue
generation and overall financial management. In early 2020
the Shire approached WATC for help evaluating the impact that
alternate rates scenarios and capital expenditure programs might
have on the Shire’s future solvency and sustainability.

The WATC 2019/20 Annual Report was
presented to Parliament in September
2020. The report highlighted another
successful year for WATC, including:

T

WATC started its evaluation by considering central tenants
around solvency and sustainability for local government
authorities:
•

Solvency - cash inflows are sufficient to fund operating
expenses, capital expenditure programs and scheduled debt
service obligations.

•

Sustainability - planned capital expenditure over time is
adequate to fund the scheduled renewal of asset bases as
described by Council-adopted asset management plans.

Working in close collaboration with the Shire’s finance team,
WATC developed a model to assess how the Shire’s financial
position over time might be affected by variations in rating
structures, capex programs and associated grants, operating
budgets and debt levels. The model takes the Shire’s 10-year
long-term financial plan as a starting point, and gives the Shire
the capability to gauge the effect of changes to key variables on
solvency and sustainability.
The model provided the Shire’s executive and council members
with clear insights as to how best to align strategy and budgeting
processes by balancing rating structures and capital works.

Sustainable Strategy

W

ATC has recently established a new business unit,
‘Strategy’. Its role is to provide leadership in identifying
and developing strategic opportunities that have the potential to
influence the achievement of optimal financial outcomes for the
State and add value to the service WATC provides to the WA
public sector.
A key objective for Strategy will be to engage with networks
and partnerships with industry, inter-jurisdictional peers and
government to build productive relationships and partnerships in
development of such strategies seeking to improve the State’s
financial outcomes.
A key initial initiative of the Strategy branch, which is expected
to bring together all such stakeholders, is the development of
a Sustainability Bond Framework that would enable WATC’s
issuance to Capital Markets of Sustainability Bonds in support
of achieving the State of Western Australia’s Environment Social
Governance (ESG) policies and objectives.

Sustainability Bonds can be used to finance eligible WA

Government infrastructure projects or
social programs that meet established
‘green bond’ and ‘social bond’
principles.
Richard McKenzie was recently
appointed Head of Strategy and is
currently in the process of developing
the branch’s work program and a
human resources plan. Richard is well
known to the majority of WATC’s client
base, having been Head of Client
Richard McKenzie
Head of Strategy
Debt Finance and Investments for the
past 9 years – and is looking forward
to engaging with the client base on the Sustainability Bond
Framework and other strategic developments over the coming
years.
If you would like to know more about the forthcoming work of
WATC’s Strategy team, please feel free to contact Richard on
rmckenzie@watc.wa.gov.au.
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•

sourcing a record $11 billion in
funds for refinancing, new funding
and pre-funding a portion of the
2020/21 program.

•

maintaining access to financial
markets during the COVID-19
period of disruption.

•

managing in excess of $13.6 billion
in investment funds in our own
name and in that of our clients.

•

undertaking 68 advisory
engagements in partnership
with our public sector and local
government clients.

The 2019/20 Annual Report is available
for viewing on our website at
www.watc.wa.gov.au.

Support for Local Governments and Universities Impacted by COVID-19

W

ATC’s new COVID-19 Short Term Lending Facility (STLF) was
developed to assist local governments and state universities that
have been financially impacted by the pandemic. The STLF provides
access to low interest, short-term loans to support the liquidity of their
operations, and also offers assurance that funds are available should
they be needed.

Since the STLF was introduced, as at 30 September 2020 WATC
has approved $21.5 million in funding under the facility.
Key features and benefits of the STLF include:
•

Funding is available through to 30 June 2021, with the facility
to be fully repaid or refinanced by 30 June 2023.

•

No establishment fees or commitment fees.

•

Low interest rate, which is calculated on the daily balance
outstanding. Interest can be paid monthly or can be
capitalised up to 30 June 2021.

•

Government guarantee fee of 0.70% is waived.

•

Simple operational process for deferral of existing loan
repayments with WATC.

WATC has developed a cash flow forecast model as part of
the application process and is working with a number of local
governments to determine their funding requirements under the
new STLF.
When the Premier announced the new facility in May 2020, an
overarching initial limit was set at $100 million, however this will
be regularly reviewed and possibly increased if required.
If your local government or state university needs access to
liquidity funding to ease cash flow pressures, please contact
Tamara Marsh, Client Relationship Manager on (08) 9235 9153
or tmarsh@watc.wa.gov.au.

Western Australia
Annual Report on
State Finances
The 2020 Annual Report for the
State of Western Australia was
released on 25 September 2020
which details Western Australia’s
audited whole‑of‑government financial
outcomes for 2019-20.
The WA State Annual Report is
available for viewing from the WA
Government website www.wa.gov.au/
government/document-collections/
annual-report-state-finances.
The Treasurer, in his media statement
on the annual report commented that:
“WA's domestic economy grew over
2019 20 despite impact of COVID-19 the only State in Australia to do so”

For information on any products or services, please contact one of the Business Unit Managers listed below:
Jameson Hick

A/Head of Client Debt Finance & Investments

(08) 9235 9134

jhick@watc.wa.gov.au

Lisa Brady

Head of Client Foreign Exchange & Treasury Services

(08) 9235 9122

lbrady@watc.wa.gov.au

David Letts

Head of Advisory Services		

(08) 9235 9178

dletts@watc.wa.gov.au

Richard McKenzie

Head of Strategy		

(08) 9235 9127

rmckenzie@watc.wa.gov.au

For economic commentary or clarification, please contact:
Craig McGuinness

Chief Economist		

(08) 9235 9104

cmcguinness@watc.wa.gov.au

Patrycja Beniak

Economist		

(08) 9235 9110

pbeniak@watc.wa.gov.au

Disclaimer
Any opinions, judgements, conclusions, forecasts, predictions or estimations contained in this advice are made in reliance on information provided to Western Australian Treasury Corporation
which Western Australian Treasury Corporation believes to be reliable. Western Australian Treasury Corporation, however, cannot guarantee the accuracy of that information. Thus, any
recommendations are made in good faith but are provided only to assist you with any decisions which you make. These recommendations are not intended to be a substitute for professional
advice on a particular matter. Before accepting or rejecting those recommendations you must discuss your particular needs and circumstances with Western Australian Treasury Corporation.
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